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Journal of Medical Case Reports.

Thank you for allowing us to revise and resubmit our manuscript. The changes are highlighted in yellow.

1- After the discussion and conclusion section, please remove: "Written informed consent was obtained from the patient for publication of this case report and any accompanying images. A copy of the written consent is available for review by the Editor-in-Chief of this journal" because you have already said that in the Declarations section.

ANSWER: DONE

2- Figure 2: You said that it contains an arrow and "T" but they are absent in the picture!!.
In addition: you mentioned "hemotoxylin-eosin stains" and just after that, you use an abbreviation: "H & E". Be careful with these minor details! Check in the whole manuscript. If you want to show the increased mitotic activity then increase the size of the picture or open a window inside the figure.

ANSWER: We made a mistake here. Our path team rewrote the legends after we changed the images but I failed to replace the first ‘Figure 2 legend’ with the correct one. The intent of Figure 2 was to show the placenta and lymphoma together. Figure 3 shows the details at increased magnification.